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Hofheim, March, 22nd, 2022 
 
LabelExpo cancelled: POLAR presents new DCC-12 at „Label Day“ 
As the LabelExpo Europe has been cancelled, POLAR will be presenting its new DCC-12 die 
cutter at Label Day in Wiesloch at the end of April. Demo appointments for the fastest 
system on the market can be arranged earlier. 
 
An event that the entire label industry has been looking forward to after the long break due to the pandemic: 
LabelExpo Europe was scheduled to take place in Brussels from April 26-29, 2022, but was postponed to 
September 2023 for various reasons. Just like many exhibitors, the cutting manufacturer POLAR from Hofheim 
near Frankfurt aimed to present a new system: The DCC-12 was developed for highly automated inline 
production of bundled die-cut labels made of compressible plastic materials and is the fastest system on the 
market. The new system is nevertheless to be presented, and so the DCC-12 from POLAR Mohr can be viewed in 
Wiesloch at Heidelberger Druckmaschinen on April 25. Demo appointments, both live and remotely, can also be 
arranged away from the event. 
 
POLAR LabelSystem DCC-12  
The POLAR LabelSystem offers a new industrial control system that, among other things, allows remote 
maintenance and diagnostics. Thanks to a 25% increase in productivity, the new DCC-12 achieves an output of 10 
cycles per minute - a remarkable performance with minimal personnel requirements. This makes the system 
suitable for dual use; other die cutters are not efficient enough for paper label printing. 
With optimized HMI software and a capacitive 4c color display, operation is further facilitated. POLAR 
LabelSystem DCC-12 also scores in terms of sustainability: the die cutter is able to handle label packs without 
cardboard, making the waste pure mono material that can be optimally recycled. Due to the ventilation of the 
punching irons, the waste can be sucked off directly, so that even acute-angled shapes under 90° can be punched 
without any problems. 
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LabelSystem DCC-12 from POLAR Mohr scores with the latest industrial control and a 25 percent increase in 
efficiency 

 
Carsten Schaller and Sven Schubert present the newest POLAR developments in Wiesloch at heidelberger 
Druckmaschinen (picture taken in July 2021 at the Showtime-Event) 

 


